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Resolving Climate Change Through Monetary Transformation
By Frans C. Verhagen
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osimo was inspired by Cosimo de Medici, the first of the de Medici dynasty, who ignited the most important cultural and
artistic revolution in Western history—the Renaissance.This quest for enrichment is the foundation for Cosimo, and is
reflected in the work that we do for our authors and their audiences. Cosimo’s mission is to create a smart and sustainable
society by connecting people with valuable ideas. We offer authors and organizations full publishing support, while using
the newest technologies to present their works in the most timely and effective way.
Our Customers include:

Mission Statement

Authors
Academic Audiences
Bookstores (Online, College and Independent)
Libraries and other institutions
Avid readers around the world

Our mission is to create a smart and sustainable society by
connecting people with valuable ideas. We offer authors
and organizations full publishing support, while using the
newest technologies to present their works in the most
timely and effective way.

Foreword by Felix Dodds

“A visionary and immensely practical approach to reforming
today’s bubble finance
and taming its global
casino. Verhagen [...]
illuminates the win-win
solutions possible when
we combine monetary
transformation with
low-carbon, renewable
resource strategies and
equitable approaches
to sustainable development.”
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374
Paperback

Rights

World

A

s climate change continues to threaten the earth and as the global financial crisis
lingers, governments and communities need to take charge of their own and
global monetary systems. Sustainability sociologist Frans Verhagen proposes a
solution-the Tierra Solution-to repair the present global monetary, financial, and
economic systems that enrich the few, impoverish the many, and imperil the planet. Verhagen
calls for transformational changes in order to advance climate-resilient economic development.
The Tierra Solution proposes:
- A credit-based financial system governed by a Global Central Bank,
- A banking system without the privilege of money creation, and most importantly,
- A carbon standard for the international monetary system with the Tierra as the unit of account.
The Tierra Solution is an in-depth and thought-provoking read that shows an innovative path
for global citizens who want to combat climate change, the economic crisis and poverty, and for
public officials, economists, international development experts, and climate scientists who want
to be part of an integrated solution to the dual challenges of climate change and financial crises.

P u b Mo n t h

May 2012

Economics and Environment
ISBN 978-1-61640-688-2
US$ 19.99 € 16.49

Frans C. Verhagen is a sustainability sociologist with a Ph.D. in the sociology of international
development from Columbia University. He founded the Queens Green Party, the Riverside
Church Ecology Task Force, and the Ecolinguistics Commission. He has worked around the world
and online teaching environmental policies and sustainability.

cosimobooks.com
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Economics / Media / Current Affairs / Environment

Occupy
Dissecting Occupy Wall Street

BOOKS BY DANNY SCHECHTER | ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A graduate of Cornell University and the London School of Economics, DANNY SCHECHTER is a writer,
television producer, and independent filmmaker who also speaks about media and financial issues. He
is the editor of Mediachannel1.org, the global media issues site, and blogs daily as the News Dissector at
NewsDissector.net. Schechter is the author of fourteen books and has produced and directed more than
30 documentaries and television specials. His blog was named the 2009 "Blog of the Year" by the Hunter
College Media Department of the City University of New York.

Dare To Care

A Love-Based Foundation for Money and Finance
By Louis Böhtlingk
Foreword by Hazel Henderson

By Danny Schechter
Introduction by Greg Palast
“Occupy Wall Street has a way of touching you personally with
its gutsy honesty and democratic spirit. Yet, I was not always
uncritical. I want it to succeed, but I’m also aware of its many
contradictions and internal conflicts.”- Danny Schechter
Danny Schechter the “News Dissector,” a veteran journalist, filmmaker,
and participant in many social movements, began covering Occupy Wall
Street for Al Jazeera and other leading websites, international TV News
programs, and Progressive Radio Network shows. Occupy collects his
essays, blog reports, and movement documents. As the filmmaker behind
“In Debt We Trust” (2006) and “Plunder: The Crime of Our Time” (2010),
Danny Schechter has specialized in exposing Wall Street crime in three
books and many reports. Occupy provides the News Dissector’s in-depth
assessment of a global revolt in the making.

S p ecific a tio n s

Rig hts

P ub Mon th

June 2012

Media/Current Affairs/Economics
ISBN 978-1-61640-716-2
US$ 9.99 € 9.99

Blogothon
By Danny Schechter

Living Consciously with Climate Change

S p ecific a tio n s
B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
306
Paperback

In just a decade, blogging changed from a fad to a phenomenon with an
estimated 51 million participants, mostly creative citizens with something
to say or express. Citizens who want to participate in media rather than
be subjected to it. Blogothon is a selection of blogs and essays posted by
raconteur par excellence, gadfly of the media, and “News Dissector” Danny
Schechter in an award-winning daily blog that he began writing in 2000.
In Blogothon Schechter demonstrates the importance of blogging as an
alternative media in an age when mainstream media has come under
increasing scrutiny for a lack of credibility, real news and social value. This
compilation of Schechter’s blog posts describes the financial crisis developed during the first decade of the 21st century,
the influence of activists such as Martin Luther King and Jesse Jackson on Occupy Wall Street, the ascent of Al Jazeera, the
expulsion of Helen Thomas and Keith Olbermann from mainstream media, and increased partisanship and polarization in
U.S. politics. Blogothon is a fascinating read for anyone interested in an authentic account of historic events still unfolding.
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Dare to Care, a collection of ideas and initiatives to change finance as we
know it, is a platform for global citizens to work together and maneuver
through the world economic and financial crisis. The ideas presented
within - of changing our mindset from a money-first to a care-first attitude
- are meant to stimulate thoughts about our current monetary system
and economy and how we truly want them to function. Author Louis
Böhtlingk presents a workable method for us to change the way we think and feel about money, using it instead to support
our fellow man, the Earth, and the gifts we all receive through each other and our planet. Dare to Care stresses that with
a care-first approach, money can support our efforts to create a better world without greed or fear of going without.

Earth Fever

Reflections and Revelations from the News Dissector

Cosimo Books

“In my 25 years as an entrepreneur, there has been a rule to
keep one’s heart out of business decisions. Dare to Care boldly
disrupts this rule with a vision of finance and economics that
integrates heart and mind, left and right brain, and weaves
hard economic facts with lyrical poetry. It highlights thriving
businesses, banks, and non-profits which employ Care-First vs.
Money-First as a long overdue pathway to true sustainability
for all people of the world.”- Leslie Danziger, Co-founder and
former Chairman of Solaria Corporation, USA

B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
158
Paperback

World

Rig hts

World

P ub Mon th

May 2012

Media/Current Affairs
ISBN 978-1-61640-669-1
US$ 17.99 € 14.99

Specifications

By Judy McAllister, Erik Van Praag
& Jan Paul Van Soest
Introduction by Hazel Henderson

Rights

World

P u b Mo n t h

November 2011

Business & Economics/Personal
Finance/Spirituality
ISBN 978-1-61640-550-2
US$ 15.95 € 13.49

2011
Silver
Nautilus
Book
Award
winner

“Links a crisp and clear explanation of the climate
problem to a spiritual quest for solutions... Earth Fever
is something special... Read it and subsequently do
something.” - Pierre de Winter, in Platform for Managers and Professionals
The human species is in a rather precarious situation. Poverty, the energy
and financial crises, and above all the challenge of climate change mean
that our civilization has come to a dangerous edge. Our safety nets-on both
collective and individual levels-have been removed. Can we create a future
that allows for a dignified society and a peaceful world? With a change of
consciousness and a new spirituality, we may. Authors Judy McAllister, Erik
van Praag, and Jan Paul van Soest bring to bear their diverse experience
in the fields of sustainability, leadership, and entrepreneurialism on the
challenge of building a radically different belief system about life such an endeavor will require. Along with the wisdom
of international opinion leaders-including management consultant Peter Senge; Jeroen van der Veer, the former CEO
of Royal Dutch Shell; cultural creative Paul Ray; Herman Wijffels, former governor at the World Bank; and others-Earth
Fever delves into what is needed to bring about this essential new way of thinking.

cosimobooks.com

B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
228
Paperback

Specifications
B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
252
Paperback

Rights

Asian Languages

P u b Mo n t h

May 2010

Environment/Body, Mind & Spirit
ISBN 978-1-61640-076-7
US$ 18.99 € 13.99

Cosimo Books
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Mystery / UFOs

Celtic Mysteries

Flying Saucers Over the
White House
By Colin Bennet
Introduction by Nick Pope

Colin Bennet has written several books, including
The Entertainment Bomb, Looking for Orthon, and
Politics of the Imagination, which won the Anomalist Award for Best Biography in 2002.

Windows to Another Dimension in America’s Northeast

S p ecific a tio n s
B&W 5.5 x 8.5”(216x140 mm)
172
Paperback

Rig hts
Flying Saucers Over the White House is the story of Captain Edward J.
Ruppelt, a US Air Force officer who researched UFO sightings in the 1950s
and made a concentrated effort to convince the United States Air Force that
UFOs exist. Ruppelt, who coined the term ‘UFO’, headed “Project Blue Book,”
an assignment designed by the United States government to investigate
and report on the existence of unidentified flying objects and their link to
extraterrestrial beings. Ruppelt dissected the evidence, separating chance
sightings of ordinary objects from true UFO sightings. He eventually wrote
The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, summarizing his findings. In
Flying Saucers Over the White House, Bennett examines the life of this “founding father” of ufology, analyzing the
evidence and the U.S. government’s reporting of this phenomenon for a new generation of readers.

World

P ub Mon th

November 2010

UFOs/Biography/Political science
ISBN 978-1-61640-454-3
US$ 16.99 € 12.49

Centered in New York’s Hudson River Valley are a series of mysterious stone
chambers and carved standing megaliths that have perplexed researchers
of the paranormal and archaeologist for decades. What are the strange
carvings and language written on the chambers walls? Why are these
structures built over areas of negative magnetic anomalies? Scientists and
historians tend to write off these structures as colonial root cellars, but
authors Philip Imbrogno and Marianne Horrigan, who have researched and
studied the chambers for more than ten years, believe they are evidence
that the East Coast of North America was explored by people from Europe
centuries before Columbus. The ancient people who constructed these chambers may have been Druids who came to
the new world in search of a gateway to the world of the gods.

B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
184
Paperback

Rights

World

P u b Mo n t h

September 2005

UFOs
ISBN 1-59605-225-2
US$ 16.99 € 12.49

Seeking the World’s Last Undiscovered Animals

The U.S. Military Retrieval and Cover-Up of a UFO
The Definitive Study of the Roswell Incident
By Don Berliner
and Stanton T. Friedman
“One of the more credible books arguing the existence
of UFOs...Most arresting of all is the testimony of those
who handled the debris, who had no opportunity to
compare notes, yet have described the materials ...in
almost identical language.”- Publishers Weekly
If UFOs don’t exist, then they can’t crash. But something did crash near
Corona, a tiny town not far from Roswell, New Mexico, in 1947. And
that crash has been dissected and debated ever since. Aviation/science
writer Don Berliner and nuclear physicist Stanton Friedman, the original
civilian investigator of the so-called Roswell incident, have delved into
the controversy to find the truth. They sifted through once-classified
government documents, interviewed military and civilian witnesses, pieced
together evidence, considered alternative theories, and concluded that a
UFO crashed near Corona-and the U.S. government knew it and covered it
up. Crash at Corona proves that what was found in the New Mexico desert wasn’t a weather balloon or a secret weapon-it
was a UFO. DON BERLINER has written more than 300 magazine articles and 25 books on aviation history and space and
was also a staff writer for the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP).
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“The book is a must read for anyone who is interested
in the paranormal, UFOs, and ancient archeology. If
you like a real life mystery, then this book will keep you
enthralled from cover to cover.” - Greenwich Time

Specifications

The Beasts That Hide from Man

Crash at Corona

Cosimo Books

By Philip Imbrogno
and Marianne Horrigan

S p ecific a tio n s
B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
256
Paperback

Rig hts

World

P ub Mon th

April 2010

UFOs
ISBN 978-1-60520-939-5
US$ 29.99 € 26.99

By Karl P. N. Shuker

Karl P.N. Shuket, Ph.D., is a zoologist and an expert
in cryptozoology, animal mythology, and wildlife
anomalies. The author of 10 books on mysterious
phenomena, his writing has also appeared in Fate,
Strange Magazine, and Fortean Times. He also acted
as consultant for the Guinness Book Of World Records
and the discovery TV series Into The Unkown.
Cryptozoology -- the study of hidden animals -- is gaining attention
thanks to a startling number of zoological discoveries. Karl P.N. Shuker
has collected evidence of these mysterious, somewhat mythical creatures
in THE BEASTS THAT HIDE FROM MAN. Shuker provides entertaining,
solidly researched tales about extraordinary animals. Shuker also provides
a supplement to Bernard Heuvelmans’s checklist of cryptozoological
animals, which contains updated information on unknown creatures.

cosimobooks.com

Specifications
B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
324
Paperback

Rights

World

P u b Mo n t h

November 2003

Cryptozoology
ISBN 978-1-93104-464-6
US$ 18.99 € 15.99

Cosimo Books
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Spirituality / Parapsychology

Astrology & Your Past Lives

Astrology and the Art of Healing
By A.T. Mann
“This is the first time I have read about astro-health
without going into hypocondria overdrive. The charts
contains not only the astrological stories of health issues, but the seeds of their resolution through fascinating combinations of therapies.” - Journal of the
Scottish Astrological Association
Conventional medicine treats symptoms with surgery and drugs rather
than healing the root causes of illness. Complementary therapies
attempt to address the whole self, which can raise awareness of and
even counteract the imbalances that create disease. This book attempts
to relate inner causes with our “four bodies” in order to affect healing.
Astrology and the Art of Healing approaches healing and astrology in a
new and revolutionary way. Physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual
therapies relate to stages of your life process, from conception through
birth, and from childhood to old age and death. Many horoscopes
show how to understand the origins of health imbalances in your life.
Correlations to appropriate therapies can support the expertise of your
doctors. A free astro-chart is included.

Explore Past Reincarnations Through Saturn’s Placement in Your Chart

S p ecific a tio n s
B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
320
Paperback

Rig hts

World

P ub Mon th
July 2004

Astrology/Health
ISBN 978-1-93104-480-6
US$ 19.99 € 15.99

Understanding your previous incarnations can turn into a fascinating
journey of self-discovery and healing. You can gain insight into
destructive habits that may have begun in a past life - and then create
a more positive and creative new life. In Astrology and Your Past Lives
astrologer and regression therapist Jeanne Avery provides a simple yet
profound way to understand one’s blocks and blessings. By focusing
on the meaning of one planet - Saturn, the planet of limitations - Avery
shows how we “pick our own type of gravity” that connects this life to
our previous incarnations.

Specifications
B&W 5.5x8.5”(216x140mm)
336
Paperback

Rights

World

P u b Mo n t h

March 2004

Astrology
ISBN 978-1-93104-478-3
US$ 18.99 € 15.99

The Perfect Horoscope

Empowering the Present Through Past Life Regression
By Jeanne Avery
Foreword by Brian L. Weiss, M.D.
“A Soul’s Journey is an important book. Jeanne skillfully
documents [the Holocaust’s effects] lasting effects on
various individuals, groups, and cultures. [...] Teachers
such as Jeanne Avery help to hasten the process, and I
hope that she continues to write, encouraging spiritual
transformation.” - from the foreword by Brian L. Weiss.
The Holocaust of Nazi Germany created a karmic wound that still affects
us today. Regression therapist Jeanne Avery finds that many of her clients
struggle with past-life memories of this horrific time. In A Soul’s Journey,
Avery shares these stories and their impact on us individually and
collectively.

S p ecific a tio n s
B&W 5.5x8.5”(216x140mm)
284
Paperback

Rig hts

World

P ub Mon th

March 2004

Parapsychology
Jeanne Avery was a world-renowned astrologer and regression therapist
who has lectured throughout the U.S., Europe, and South America. She is
the author of six books on astrology and past-life regression, and she was
a faculty member of the American Federation of Astrologers and a board
member of the National Association for Transpersonal Psychology. She is
also the author of Astrology and your Past Lives.
8

“Even those with just an inkling of astrology will be intrigued
to see how Jeanne Avery has applied the course of the stars
in the heavens to the behavior of people on the planet below.
She shows us how we are all part of that universe and offers a
new insight into the past that may guide us to more positive
and productive behavior.” - Jess Stearn, author of Yoga, Youth
and Reincarnation and Soulmates.

Jeanne Avery is also the author of A Soul’s Journey.

A Soul’s Journey

Cosimo Books

By Jeanne Avery

ISBN 978-1-93104-479-0
US$ 17.99 € 13.99

By John Willner
Foreword by Leigh Westin
John Willner, is a retired senior scientist who led stateof-the-art projects throughout his career. But well
before receiving advanced engineering degrees and
entering his chosen profession, he became a proficient
astrologer. He successfully applied astrology to hiring
professional employees, making important business
decisions, selecting his marriage partner, and assisting
other people who were aware of his involvement.
The majority of horoscopes in current use are terribly wrong. Why? Because
spiritual birth times, which are essential to producing an accurate horoscope
according to Edgar Cayce, occur up to four-and-a-half hours before physical
birth. That difference leaves aspects between planets about the same, but
shifts all house cusps backward by up to one or two signs. Compared
with most of today’s faulty horoscopes, these “perfect horoscopes” match
personas with awesome precision and provide greatly enhanced forecasting capabilities. This revolutionary book on
astrology shows you how to (1) arrive at spiritual birth times, (2) apply two other fundamentals of astrology currently
omitted from most horoscopes, and (3) verify your now totally functional horoscope.

cosimobooks.com

Specifications
B&W 5.5x8.5”(216x140mm)
324
Paperback

Rights

World

P u b Mo n t h

March 2001

Astrology
ISBN 978-1-93104-406-6
US$ 21.99 € 15.99
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Body, Mind and Spirit

Mystic Journey
Getting to the Heart of Your Soul’s Story
By Robert Atkinson
Foreword by Marion Woodman

New
in
June
2012

“This is a reminder of Keats’ immortal perception that ‘the
world is a vale of soul making’ and that the uses of psychology
have to do with understanding the soul in transformation.” Stephen Larsen, Ph.D., author of The Mythic Imagination and
A Fire in the Mind.”
When we live our lives consciously, universal motifs, archetypes, and
timeless patterns emerge through which we discover not only who
we are but also why we are deeply connected to all others. This is life’s
greatest adventure; it is thoroughly described in the world’s wisdom
traditions. *Mystic Journey* uses a multi-faith approach to reveal the path
of the soul; this not a solitary quest but rather a superhighway meant for
everyone. As we explore the deeper story of our soul, we also discover
that we are living a lifelong process of soul-making, leading us ultimately
to personal and collective transformation. Getting to the heart of your
soul’s story is soul-making. *Mystic Journey* guides readers to: • Use
their life stories to help solidify their identities, • Live with an eternal
perspective in mind, and • Reclaim their common spiritual heritage.

The Joy Of Ritual
Spiritual Recipies to Celebrate Milestones, Ease Transitions, and
Make Every Day Sacred
By Barbara Biziou
“In my Zulu culture, rituals are the language of the soul.
Barbara Biziou has mastered that language... Biziou’s teaching
transcends gender, race, and creed.” - Dumisani Shadrack
Kumalo, South African Ambassador to the United Nations.

S p ecific a tio n s
B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
158
Paperback

Ritual is a universal language that gives substance and meaning to our
lives. People are eager to honor the significant moments in their lives and
Barbara Biziou, one of America’s foremost ritual experts, teaches us how
to restore ritual to its rightful place as food for the soul through practical,
easy-to-use ritual recipes that are inspiring and fun.

Rig hts

World

B&W 7.5 x 9.25”(235 x 191 mm)
180
Paperback

Rights

World

Rituals can enhance daily routines, enrich milestones, and guide us
through difficult transitions. Whether you’re releasing fear, bringing
deeper meaning to a family or community gathering, or celebrating an
important event,The Joy Of Ritual is like a wise best friend that reconnects
us to our hearts and souls.

P ub Mon th

June 2012

Religion & Spirituality/Mysticism/
Body, Mind & Spirit
ISBN 978-1-61640-715-5
US$ 12.99 € 11.99

Specifications

Barbara Biziou is an internationally acclaimed teacher of practical spirituality and global rituals. She is a life coach, voice
dialogue facilitator, inter-face minister, and motivational speaker. She has lectured and taught around the world. She
currently resides in New York. You can visit her online at www.joyofritual.com

P u b Mo n t h

May 2006

Body, Mind & Spirit / Spirituality
ISBN 978-1-59605-842-2
US$ 15.99 € 12.49

Robert Atkinson, Ph.D., is professor of human development and religious studies and is an internationally recognized
authority in helping people tell their life stories. He can be found online at www.RobertAtkinson.net.

The Joy Of Family Rituals

Reading Baby Toes

Recipes for Everyday Living

What Your Baby’s Toes Know That You Don’t
By Margriet and Imre Somogyi

“Imre and Margriet Somogyi describe a new
phenomenon: reading baby toes. Reading Baby Toes,
a nice and well-illustrated book, is a welcome gift for
parents!” - De Telegraaf (a leading Dutch newspaper)
Every parent wonders, while looking down at their newborn child, what
kind of person he or she will grow up to be. This book can help parents
answer that question without waiting a dozen years or more for the child
to grow up. Imre & Margriet Somogyi’s research as led them to believe that parents can learn to read their baby’s toes for
clues to their personality and behavior. “We came to realize that the toes symbolize the many facts of our personalities.
Not only is their shape important, butso are their various features and positions.” By learning how to read baby toes, not
only will parents be able satisfy their curiosity about their newborn, but this knowledge will provide parents with a tool
that will allow them to better understand their child’s earliest stages of life and development and help them optimize
their child’s full potential, allowing him or her to develop into a healthy and well-balanced individual.
Imre Somogyi is a journalist and producer at Dutch Radio & Television. Margriet Somogyi worked as a medical assistant
at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands. Both authors have been active polarity therapists and teachers.

Cosimo Books
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S p ecific a tio n s
Color 8.5x8.5”(216 x 216 mm)
72
Paperback

Rig hts

World exc. Dutch,
German, Brazil

P ub Mon th

June 2009

Psychology/Child Development
ISBN 978-1-60520-634-9
US$ 15.99 € 13.49

By Barbara Biziou

“Rituals make our lives work. The Joy of Family
Rituals makes our family rituals work in a smooth,
beautiful, and perfect way.” - Mark Victor Hansen,
co-creator of the #1 New York Times bestseller
Chicken Soup for the Soul series.
Families perform rituals each day without knowing it. Celebrating birthdays,
eating a meal together, taking daily walks to the park, making French toast
on Sunday mornings, donating to the homeless during the holidays; all are
examples of the rituals families use to become closer and strengthen their
bond. The Joy of Family Rituals is a recipe book for families who wish to
enrich their lives with rituals by reflecting on their significance and making them a part of daily life. Rituals can help a
family communicate, foster spiritual connections, and provide a secure foundation for growth. The Joy of Family Rituals
makes it easy to incorporate rituals into family life. Barbara Biziou explains the meaning and history of each ritual, many
of which date back to our ancestors, and gives advice on purpose, timing, ingredients and follow-up. Biziou encourages
readers to adjust the rituals and introduce their own traditions to suit the family’s needs. Finally, each ritual contains
a true-life story of how it has affected a family, providing a template for ways in which your family’s life might also be
enriched and strengthened.

cosimobooks.com

Specifications
B&W 7.5 x 9.25”(235 x 191 mm)
196
Paperback

Rights

World

P u b Mo n t h

November 2010

Body, Mind & Spirit / Spirituality
ISBN 978-1-61640-467-3
US$ 15.99 € 12.49
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WATER:

The Blood of the Earth

Exploring Sustainable Water Management for the New Millennium

By Allerd Stikker
“Allerd Stikker has always
reminded me of Alexis de
Tocqueville, who would have
chosen to study the problem
surrounding water rather than
the American democracy. He has
the same insatiable curiosity,
the same energy, same passion,
same ease in mixing analysis with
intuition, the capacity to draw
together different cultures, the
same capacity to listen and to
dialogue with those who reason
from different starting blocks.
“Water, the Blood of the Earth
is the outcome of reflection and
action of a cosmopolitan who has
remained loyal to his native land,
mixing some European thinking
of the Age of Enlightenment with
some futuristic viewpoints.”
-Charles Louis de Maudhuy, advisor
to the chairman, Veolia Water

“

“Lack of access to clean and sufficient water in many parts of the world, especially
in Asia and Africa, will be a major issue in the coming decades. “This book presents
an overall view on the diversity of problems and solutions, based on the author’s
involvement in water-related projects. Over the course of the years I have followed
some of these projects with interest; they inspire us to take concrete actions.” -Antony
Burgmans, former chairman, Unilever.
“In this book Allerd describes his convincing views on desalination solutions for local
and urban clean water shortages as well as his deeply felt findings on the spiritual
meanings of water, all assembled on a 20 years’ journey on which I was lucky to travel
along.” -Leonor Lindner

A

llerd Stikker is a retired industrialist with an engineering degree from Delft
Technical University and a postgraduate degree in theology from Leeds
University. He is chairman and founder of the Ecological Management
Foundation (www.emf.nl), a nonprofit organization focusing on the ecological
dimension in business strategy.
cosimobooks.com
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B&W 6 x 9” (229 x 152 mm)
80 pages
Paperback

Rig hts

World exc. Dutch

P ub Month

October 2007

Environment
ISBN 978-1-60206-719-6
US$ 10.99 € 9.49

